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Available online 18 July 2018Meaningful forecasting of the atmospheric concentration and ground accumulation of volcanic ash during explo-
sive eruptions requires detailed knowledge of the eruption source parameters. However, due to the large uncer-
tainties in observations and limitations of current models used to make inferences from these, monitoring an
ongoing eruption and quantifying the mass eruption rate in real-time is a considerable challenge. Within the
EU supersite project “FutureVolc”, an integrated approach has been applied to develop a quasi-autonomous
multi-parameter system, denoted “REFIR”, for monitoring volcanic eruptions in Iceland and assessing the erup-
tion mass ﬂow rate by inverting the plume height information and taking account of these uncertainties. REFIR
has the capability to ingest and process streaming plume-height data provided by a multitude of ground based
sensors, including C– and X-band radars andweb-cambased plumeheight tracking systems. These observational
data are usedwith a suite of plumemodels that also consider the currentwind and other atmospheric conditions,
providing statistically assessed best estimates of plume height and mass eruption rate. Provided instrumental
data is available, near real-time estimates are obtained (the delay corresponding to the scan rate of data-
providing instruments, presently of the order of minutes). Using the Hekla 2000, and Eyjafjallajökull 2010 erup-
tions in Iceland, the potential of REFIR is demonstrated and discussed through application to three scenarios. The
system has been developed to provide maximum ﬂexibility. A setup script assists the user in adapting to local
conditions, allowing implementation of REFIR for any volcanic eruption site worldwide. REFIR is designed to be
easily upgradable, allowing future extension of monitoring networks, learning from new events, and incorpora-
tion of new technologies and model improvements. This article gives an overview of the basic structure, models
implemented, functionalities and the computational techniques of REFIR.rsity of O
. This is©2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Keywords:
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Tephra injected into the atmosphere during explosive volcanic erup-
tions poses a direct threat to aviation and when it falls to the ground it
can havewidespread primary and secondary impacts at different spatial
and temporal scales (Simkin et al. 2001, Jenkins et al. 2015). Volcanic
particles can cause damage to aircraft turbines and engines (Durant
et al., 2010; Chen and Zhao, 2015; Giehl et al., 2017), and mitigation
through airspacemanagement during explosive eruptions causes travel
disruptions that can potentially affect large areas (see, e.g., Guffantitago, 360 Leith Street,
an open access article underet al., 2010; Guffanti and Tupper, 2015). The accumulation of tephra
can damage buildings (e.g., Blong 1981, Spence et al., 2005), critical in-
frastructure, water reservoirs, crops (Wilson et al., 2012 and 2014) and
can signiﬁcantly reduce renewable energy production even at large dis-
tances from the source (Zorn andWalter, 2016). Fine volcanic ash (grain
sizes b 63 μm)may cause short-term health problems in susceptible in-
dividuals or longer-term health problems if individuals are exposed to
ash repeatedly for long periods of time (Baxter et al., 1999; Horwell
and Baxter, 2006; Damby et al., 2017). The 2010 eruption of
Eyjafjallajökull (Iceland) represents an example of how a relatively
modest eruption, if long lasting, can impact air trafﬁc over continental
scales and for long periods (Harris et al., 2012). Following the disruption
caused by this eruption, the volcanological community invested a signif-
icant effort into the improvement of observational and modellingthe CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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their spatio-temporal evolution. In particular, forecasting the concen-
tration of ash in the atmosphere requires detailed knowledge of both
parameters that describe eruptive conditions, referred to here as the
eruption source parameters (Woods, 1988; Sparks 1997; Mastin et al.,
2009, Dellino et al., 2014), and those describing atmospheric conditions
(Hewett et al., 1971; Bursik, 2001; Degruyter and Bonadonna, 2012,
2013; Devenish, 2013; Woodhouse et al., 2013, 2015; Costa et al.,
2016; Macedonio et al., 2016). Of particular importance is the rate at
which material is ejected by the volcano, known as the mass ﬂux or,
“mass eruption rate” (Wilson and Walker, 1987). Mass eruption rate
(MER) represents a crucial input parameter ofmodels that are currently
used for simulating dispersion of volcanic ash in the atmosphere (e.g.
Mastin et al., 2013; Bonadonna et al., 2012; Folch, 2012; Folch et al.
2009; Barsotti et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2006). MER
cannot currently be measured directly at the volcanic vent but several
efforts are beingmade towards the development of approaches that in-
tegrate different monitoring techniques such as time-lapse and high-
speed pixel tracking (Walter, 2011; Taddeucci et al., 2015), measuring
emitted infra-sound waves (Johnson and Ripepe, 2011; Ripepe et al.,
2013), thermal infrared signatures (Valade et al., 2014, Cerminara
et al., 2015) or changes in the electrostatic ﬁeld (Büttner et al., 2000;
Calvari et al., 2012). The accuracy of MER estimates may, for example,
be improved by linking satellite-based automatic ash plume analysis
methods (e.g. Gouhier et al., 2012, 2015; Pouget et al., 2016) with
ground-based video analysis (e.g., Scollo et al., 2014; Witt and Walter,
2017) or Doppler-radar plume tracking methods (see e.g., Donnadieu
et al., 2016). Until now, an indirect approach has typically beenFig. 1. Positions of volcanoes and sensors in Iceland used by REFIR when installing the system
once the eruption site location is precisely known, coordinates can be changed by updating themployed that links the observed properties of the volcanic cloud (in
particular plume height) to the source parameters and the atmospheric
conditions. The characteristics and the dynamics of the eruptive column
are closely linked to the source (Sparks, 1997; Carazzo et al., 2008;
Mastin et al., 2009; Dellino et al., 2014; Dürig et al., 2015a, 2015b;
Dioguardi et al., 2016) and the wind conditions (Bursik, 2001;
Degruyter and Bonadonna, 2012, 2013; Devenish, 2013; Woodhouse
et al., 2013; Mastin, 2014).
The relationship between source conditions and plume height (with
or without the effect of wind) has been described using mathematical
models of turbulent eruption columns (e.g., Morton et al., 1956). Nu-
merous strategies for the calculation of MER are available in the volca-
nological literature. Elaborate 3D models have been developed
(e.g., Oberhuber et al., 1998; Esposti Ongaro et al., 2007; Suzuki et al.,
2016; Cerminara et al., 2016a) and are able to capture the details of
plume dynamics (Cerminara et al., 2016b) but, due to their high compu-
tational demand, are currently not suitable for plume simulations in
real-time given the available computational resources. Real-time as-
sessment hence requires the application of simple empirical or theoret-
ical laws often referred to as “0D”models or “1D”models solving for the
conservation of mass, momentum and energy along the time-averaged
trajectory.
0D models can be either empirical or theoretical. Empirical models
result from the regression analyses between plume height and MER of
past eruptions (e.g. Sparks, 1997; Mastin et al., 2009; Aubry et al.
2017) that can be further calibrated for speciﬁc cases (e.g.
Gudmundsson et al., 2012). Theoreticalmodels emerge froman analysis
of ﬂuid dynamics of turbulent jets and plumes that leads to thein its default (“FutureVolc”) conﬁguration. When changes are made to the sensor setup or
e corresponding “.ini” ﬁles.
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the source (Morton et al., 1956). These have been later modiﬁed to take
into account the effect of a crossﬂow (e.g. wind) (Hewett et al. 1971)
and applied to the volcanic case (e.g. Degruyter and Bonadonna, 2012;
Woodhouse et al. 2013).
1D integral models are based on a mathematical description of tur-
bulent buoyant plumes inwhich transient turbulent processes are ‘aver-
aged’ so that turbulent mixing is modelled through an entrainment
parameterization, following Morton et al. (1956). In order to obtain
MER from the observed plume height with 1D models, a model inver-
sion is required and an iterative procedure is employed. A starting
value forMER is assumed, the governing equations are solved and a pre-
diction for the plume height h* obtained and compared with an obser-
vation, leading to a reﬁnement of the boundary conditions until an
acceptable match between the height observation and the model pre-
diction is achieved. In this paper, we refer to Costa et al. (2016) for a de-
tail review of the available 1D models, since REFIR computations are
based on the 0D models. A 1D model (Woodhouse et al. 2013) can be
optionally invoked as an external routine (see Section 3.2.1.1).
In an ideal scenario, MER is provided in (quasi) real time to volcanic
clouddispersionmodellers in order to obtain a continuously updated pre-
diction of how and to what extent volcanic products are transported in
the atmosphere. However, monitoring an ongoing eruption for the
time-changing plume height is a considerable challenge and is affected
by uncertainties that propagate into the MER estimation and dispersion
models. The MER estimates include uncertainties implicit in the model
used to derive them, such as epistemic uncertainties inmodel parameters,
aleatory uncertainty in model forcings (e.g. atmospheric conditions) and
structural uncertainties in the model formulation (e.g. approximate de-
scriptions of turbulent mixing) (Woodhouse et al., 2015).Fig. 2. REFIR components and their intercommunication structure. The key programs of REFIR a
as communication hub.Following the strategy of integrating a wide-ranging set of sensors
capable of providing observational information on the eruption source,
and combining several approaches to calculateMER, rather than relying
on one single method, a quasi-autonomous real-time multi-parameter
system, called REFIR (Real-time Eruption source parameters FutureVolc
Information and Reconnaissance system, see supplement S1), has been
developed within FutureVolc, a project funded by the FP7 Environment
Programme of the European Commission (futurvolc.hi.is; ﬁnal report
can be accessed on: http://cordis.europa.eu/result/rcn/189791_en.
html). The systemwas designed tomake use of manually entered infor-
mation aswell as streaming data by amultitude of sensors, including C-
band radars (i.e., radar operating on frequencies ranging from 4 to
8 GHz), X-band radars (operating on frequencies of 8–12 GHz), web-
cam based plume height tracking systems, imaging ultra-violet and in-
frared cameras and electric ﬁeld sensors. The plume-height data coming
from those different sources are processed by the system, which evalu-
ates the speciﬁc uncertainties and applies statistical techniques in order
to assess and plot the current plume height and its estimated uncer-
tainty range. This important eruption source parameter is used to calcu-
late the MER in near real-time (within a time interval of 5 min) as soon
as an eruption has started, based on selected plume models. Different
plume models adopt different assumptions and parameterizations and
therefore produce differing values of MER. This is taken into account
in REFIR as the system computes the “best estimate” of MER by using
a statistical approach in combination with user-deﬁned weight factors.
During an eruption outputs fromREFIR can optionally bemade available
online.
The system has been developed in such away that it can be used op-
erationally for a large range of conditions and data availability. The pri-
ority has been maximum ﬂexibility, so REFIR requires minimumre the two python scripts FIX.py and FOXI.py, which usemainly the ASCII ﬁle ﬁx_conﬁg.txt
Fig. 3. Screenshots from theGUI provided by FIX.py. This user interface allows the operator, inter alia, to (a) specify the systemsettings and to (b) control the status of plumeheight data sources.
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etc.) and can be implemented at any volcano observatory worldwide.
Moreover, the system is designed to be easily upgraded by, for example,
incorporating newadditions inmonitoringnetworks and further reﬁne-
ments in the computational process.
This paper describes the structure, functionalities, themodels imple-
mented and the computational techniques of REFIR. More detailed in-
formation on the software can be found in the companion manual
(see supplement S2). The potential of REFIR is demonstrated and
discussed for two test cases, based on monitoring data from two erup-
tions in Iceland: Hekla in 2000 (Lacasse et al., 2004; Höskuldsson
et al., 2007) and Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 (Gudmundsson et al., 2012;
Dellino et al., 2012).
2. Description of REFIR
2.1. Target areas and plume height sensors
The REFIR system is currently designed to monitor up to ten volca-
noes, whose parameters (name, GPS coordinates and height of the
vent) are speciﬁed in an initial conﬁguration ﬁle (“volcano_list.ini”).
In its original Iceland-based “FutureVolc setup”, the ﬁle includes the
volcanoes Eyjafjallajökull, Katla, Hekla, Grímsvötn, Vestmannaeyjar,
Bárðarbunga, Kverkfjöll, Öræfajökull and Askja (Fig. 1), which together
account for the vast majority of explosive eruptions in Iceland. A tenth
slot is reserved to provide capability for an eruption at a previously un-
speciﬁed location, reﬂecting the fact that eruptions at unexpected sites
are not unknown in Iceland. A real name and coordinates of an actual
eruption, if one occurs outside the pre-speciﬁed volcanoes, can easily
be accommodated by modifying the conﬁguration ﬁle using a simple
text editor.
REFIR is currently designed to process automatic plume height data
streams from up to 3 × 6 ground-based sensors, which are divided into
three classes, based on commonly used plume monitoring instruments
in Iceland:
1. “C-band radar sensors”: REFIR provides slots for up to six radar sen-
sors of this class.
2. “X-band radar sensors”: REFIR provides slots for up to six sensors of
this class.
3. “Web cameras”: these sensors provide data on both plume height
and on current local visibility and the attributed uncertainty. Fur-
thermore, these sensor types are typically focused on a speciﬁc vol-
cano. REFIR provides slots for up to six sensors of this class.
The naming of these classes is generic and refer to the setup in Iceland.
Thus, “C-band radar” refers to horizontally scanning instruments at a
ﬁxed location and not targeted to a speciﬁc volcano (indeed volcano
plume monitoring may not be the primary role of the instrument, e.g.
when using a weather radar station). The “X-band radar” class refers to
vertically scanning, mobile instruments brought to a volcano during an
eruption, and the “Web cameras” class refers to ﬁxed instruments proxi-
mal to volcanoes and dedicated to volcano monitoring.
The name of the classes does not preclude the use of other types of
sensors within REFIR. Any kind of sensor capable of automatically pro-
viding plume height data streams (e.g. infrared cameras, DOAS or
LiDAR) can be incorporated, by assigning them to the one of the three
classes towhich itﬁts best. The only requirements for plumeheight sen-
sors to be used for REFIR are that they should be located at a safe dis-
tance from the eruption site to ensure a continuous ﬂow of data, and
should be robust enough to withstand potential adverse environmental
conditions, for example when exposed to volcanic gases.
For the “FutureVolc setup” in Iceland, seven sensors were included:
two C-band radar stations (at Keﬂavík airport – ISKEF, and Egilsstaðir -
ISEGS) operated by the Icelandic Meteorological Ofﬁce (IMO) and two
mobile X-band radars, denoted ISX1 and ISX2, also operated by theIMO. The mobility of the latter sensors ensures that they can record
ash columns of all sizes (i.e., in theory ranging from Strombolian to
ultra-Plinian) at any eruption site in Iceland. Furthermore, three auto-
matic plume-tracking cameras from Mobotix (one modiﬁed D14D and
two M14 web-cams) have been mounted, denoted CAM1, CAM2 and
CAM3. The cameras are calibrated and used as threefold auto-tracker:
ﬁrst to estimateweather conditions during eruption, second to calculate
plume heights using a Sobel edge detection techniques approach (see,
e.g., Witt and Walter, 2017) and third to track pixels using particle
image velocimetry.
In addition, REFIR ingests plume height data manually added by the
user, offering the option to either specify the source of the entered infor-
mation (in which case REFIR will automatically assign the source-
speciﬁc uncertainties to the data set) or to quantify the range of
plume heights directly.
2.2. The REFIR components and their communication structure
REFIR is a package of python scripts and text ﬁles that store, orga-
nize, process, communicate and report data obtained through input
streams (see Fig. 2). For details on the individual ﬁles, the reader is re-
ferred to the companion manual (see supplement S2). In this paper
we focus on three main components:
1. FIX.py provides a graphical user interface (GUI) that displays the sta-
tus of data sources (e.g. radar stations) and allows the system opera-
tor to control all input and boundary parameters needed for the
computation of the current MER (see Fig. 3). The script retrieves
the relevant parameters of the selected volcano from the initializa-
tion ﬁles and generates or updates the conﬁguration ﬁle “ﬁx_conﬁg.
txt”. In addition, FIX.py provides also an interface to manually add
plume height, plume width and MER information.
2. FOXI.py, a python program which reads the data streams and com-
putes MER by constantly iterating a sequence of processes with a
repetition rate of 5 min.
3. FoxScreen.py arranges output ﬁles generated by FIX.py and FOXI.py
in an overview window. Since it serves solely the purpose of data
presentation, FoxScreen.py is not required for running REFIR.
While the programs FIX.py and FoxScreen.py are themain interfaces
between the operator and the system, the actual data processing is con-
ducted within the program FOXI.py. The communication link between
FIX.py and FOXI.py is provided by the conﬁguration data ﬁle
(“ﬁx_conﬁg.txt”). Information on plume heights, plume width and
MER can bemanually entered using FIX.py and is saved and transferred
to FOXI.py via additional text ﬁles (denoted “ﬁx_OBSin.txt” and
“ﬁx_MERin.txt”, respectively). FIX.py and FOXI.py are the key programs
of REFIR, with FOXI.py being its core element.
2.3. Plume height data streams: Uncertainties and quality factors
REFIR distinguishes between two main categories of plume height
information:
- “auto-stream data”: data which is streamed automatically
- “manual entry data”: data which is manually entered by the system
operator, using the FIX.py user interface
The latter option can be chosen if, for example, the plume height
data from pilot reports or ground observation should be included, or if
the uplink to a correctly working radar station is defective, but plume
height information is received by telephone transmission.
Fig. 4 illustrates the “FutureVolc setup” of REFIRwhich features up to
12 data channels (7 auto-stream and 5 manual entry). In general, the
system in its current version can be operated with plume height data
Fig. 4. Plume height data channels that can be controlled by the operator (with crossed circles illustrating switches). Auto-stream channels (“a”) are marked by red arrows, whilemanual
entries (“m”) are fed via channels marked in blue. This example refers to the Icelandic FutureVolc setting.
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manual entry channels), which can be individually controlled by the
system operator (see Fig. 3b). This allows the operator to have maxi-
mum control over all plume height input data and avoid problems
that occur when encountering misleading data from a malfunctioning
sensor by simply switching off the corresponding data channel.
For eachdatum received, the systemautomatically assigns the corre-
sponding error margin, depending on the plume height sensor used
(see Table 1).
For the auto-tracking web cams REFIR uses default uncertainties au-
tomatically provided by this class of sensors based on automated analy-
sis of the streaming webcam images. The error bars can therefore vary
during data streaming, depending, e.g. on the visibility conditions.
Along with the plume height value and the uncertainty, the visibility
condition is expected to be automatically provided by the webcams as
well. For the Iceland setup, for this purpose an in-house developed soft-
ware is used, which applies photogrammetric methods, matching the
frames with known characteristic of the landscape (see manual in sup-
plement S2 for details). The visibility is characterized by a value which
ranges from 0 (no visibility) to 4 (optimal visibility). All plume height
information of automatic webcams is imported as auto-stream data.
The uncertainties for data from radar sensors is computed following
Arason et al. (2011) and considering both the distance between vent
and sensor, denoted by d, and the sensor-speciﬁc radar beamwidth, de-
scribed by the angle δ, the uncertainties of plume height data, denoted
by Δh, measured by radar sensors are computed by
Δh ¼ 1
2
d tanδ: ð1Þ
Wenote that this assignment of the observational uncertainty in the
radar data assumes that beam spreading is the dominant component of
the measurement error. Radar-derived plume height data can also beTable 1
Error margins and quality factors assigned to plume height data. For each datum, REFIR assign
Source Stream type Plume height uncertai
Default
Auto-tracking webcam Auto Automatically provide
Radar sensor (C– or X-band) Auto Computed by REFIR, u
Manual Computed by REFIR, u
Air observation Manual 1000 m
Ground observation Manual 1500 m
Other Manual 1500 mentered manually, in which case the interface provides the operator
with the option to specify the estimated range of plume heights also
by hand.
If added plume height information obtained by air or ground obser-
vation is not given with an uncertainty, default values are assigned (see
Table 1) based on experiences made in past eruptions (Oddsson et al.
2012, Gudmundsson et al., 2015). The same applies also to data from
other sources, for example when entering information derived by the
evaluation of satellite images.
Along with the error margins, REFIR also quantiﬁes the expected
quality attributed to data from each of the sensors by assigning a quality
factor, denoted by qf, following a decision routine illustrated in Table 2.
For radar sensors, qf ranges from 0 to 3, solely depending on d. In case of
auto-trackingwebcams, however, the quality factors can range between
0 and 4 and depend exclusively on the visibility condition at the time of
the plume height measurement. The quality factors play an important
role for ﬁnding a best estimate for the current plume height: higher
values of qf correspond to a larger inﬂuence of the corresponding
datum on the MER estimate.
2.4. The key data processing levels within REFIR
Fig. 5 illustrates the analysis strategy applied by REFIR. Once started,
the depicted sequence is iterated every 5min, whichmeans that the con-
clusive estimate of MER (“ﬁnal best estimate”, denoted “FMER”) is con-
stantly updated in near-real time. Data are processed in a sequence of
three main data processing levels (marked by different colors in Fig. 5).
1. At the ﬁrst level (green in Fig. 5), a best estimate for the current
height of the plume top is computed on the basis of the readings
provided by the plume height sensors, along with additional
observational information that may be available from aircraft and
ground teams (Section 3.1).s an uncertainty, depending on data source, stream type and option the operator choses.
nty assigned to datum Range of quality factor qf
Optional
d by webcam – 0–4
sing Eq. (1) – 0–3
sing Eq. (1) Entered by operator 0–3
Entered by operator 0–3
Entered by operator 0–3
Entered by operator 0–3
Fig. 5. Schematic illustrating the data ﬂowwithin REFIR. The three key data processing levels ar
obtained (level 1), then an interim prediction for the MER is computed by using a suite of inter
experimental systems are used to further reﬁne themass eruption rate, resulting in a conclusive
3).
Table 2
Quality factors for data sensor. For radars the factor is dependent on the distance from the
vent while for auto-tracking webcams they are dictated by visibility conditions. Note that
this classiﬁcation is speciﬁc for the Icelandic “FutureVolc” setting, but can easily be
adjusted within the source code.
Radar type Distance (km) Displayed text Quality factor
C-band b120 Within optimal range 3
b200 Within fair range 2
b255 Within limited range 1
N255 Out of range 0
X-band b60 Within optimal range 3
b120 Within fair range 2
b180 Within limited range 1
N180 Out of range 0
Auto-tracking webcams Clear view 4
Fair visibility 3
Restricted visibility 2
Very low visibility 1
Out of range 0
Ofﬂine
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ﬁve REFIR-internal plume height models is used to compute predic-
tions of the MER (see Section 3.2.1). Fig. 3a shows the default case,
where all ﬁve models are activated and equally weighed. The
model calculations deﬁne a range of possible mass eruption rates,
which is further constrained by a routine that provides a ﬁrst esti-
mate of the currently expected MER, denoted “RMER” (i.e. REFIR-
internal MER estimate). These values are further constrained by con-
sidering MER estimates made by the wind-affected plume model
“PlumeRise” (Woodhouse et al., 2013), which operates external
from REFIR, resulting in an interim estimate, named “CMER”.
3. At the third level (marked in red), independent MER predictions
from experimental systems which will potentially play a major role
in future monitoring of volcanic plumes are considered and used to
further constrain themass eruption rate (see Sections 3.2.2–3.2.3),ﬁ-
nally leading to the conclusive “best estimate” of the current MER,
denoted “FMER” (see Section 3.2.4). Furthermore, an estimate ofe marked in green, blue and red, respectively. First a best estimate for the plume height is
nal models in combination with an external wind-affected model (level 2). Then external
best estimate, denoted “FMER”, which is also used to calculate the totalmass erupted (level
68 T. Dürig et al. / Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research 360 (2018) 61–83the total erupted mass is obtained by integrating the resulting MER
values over time (see Section 3.3).
Details of the key routines applied are described in the following
section.
3. Operations performed in FOXI: the calculation of MER
In this section, the method for assessing the best estimate and the
range of uncertainty of the plume height asmeasured by differentmon-
itoring techniques is explained. The simpliﬁed models implemented in
REFIR linking MER to the plume height are then listed and brieﬂy
discussed. Finally, the evaluation of the total eruptedmass is introduced.
3.1. Plume height assessment
FOXI.py collects plume height data from different automated and
manually obtained sources. The time stamps of each data set are
noted, and the plume height entries sorted into ﬁve time bases:
• 15 minute base: contains only plume height data not older than
15 min
• 30 minute base: contains only plume height data not older than
30 min
• 60 minute base: contains only plume height data not older than
60 minFig. 6. Procedures followed by REFIR to constrain p• 180 minute base: contains only plume height data not older than 3 h
• Auto 30: in this case FOXI.py decides automatically the best time base
among 15 or 30 min based on the data that are streaming.
Via FIX.py the system operator can set the time base to be used by
FOXI. For example, a radar-based plume height obtained 20 min ago is
available within the 30, 60 and 180 min stacks but not within the
15min stack. Thus, thenumber of data sets available for further process-
ing depends on (1) the activated data streams and (2) the time base se-
lected by the user (see also Section 5.2).
Based on the collected plume heights within the selected time base
and on the number of available data sets (N), FOXI.py carries out a sta-
tistical analysis with a reiteration rate of 5 min to obtain the best esti-
mate of the plume height (h). This value is then used to calculate the
mass eruption rate. There are four possible scenarios given a selected
time base (Fig. 6):
1) The analyzed time base is empty (N= 0): no data available, it is not
possible to constrain a value of plume height. In this case FOXI.py
skips all further steps and jumps to the end of the loop. No MER es-
timate is generated in this run, and the script is paused for 5 min,
waiting for new data.
2) Only one data set (e.g. readings from one radar station) is available
(N = 1): the best estimate is set as the average value of the
constrained plume heights for the single data set.lume heights in order to ﬁnd a best estimate.
Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of top plume height h and center-line plume height H.
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radar station and webcams) are available (N = 2): FOXI.py distin-
guishes between three different scenarios:
- if the maximum value of the data set with the lower plume height
lies above the minimum value of the data set with the higher
plume height, then FOXI.py considers the data to be wellTable 3
Formulas used to compute the interim and ﬁnal results for MER.MERi stands for theMER predi
Gudmundsson, i=5:modiﬁed Degruyter Bonadonna, i=6: PlumeRise. For a detailed descript
weight factors speciﬁc for experimental sensor.MERexpmin,i,MERexpavg,i,MERexpmax,i: minimum,
manually added MER value. MERmanmin,i, MERmanavg,i, MERmanmax,i: i-th manually added min
The weight for the conventional model output in relation to that for experimental sensors and
respectively.
The last column lists the total erupted mass calculated based on the corresponding MER ﬁgures
values are not computed within REFIR.
MER (kg/s) Formula
MERabs,min Min(MER1(hmin);MER2(hmin);MER3(hmin);MER4(hmin))
MERabs,max Max(MER1(hmax);MER2(hmax);MER3(hmax);MER4(hmax))
MERmaxhmin Max (MER1(hmin);MER2(hmin);MER3(hmin))
MERmaxnowihmin Min Max ðMER1ðhminÞ;MER2ðhminÞ;MER3ðhminÞÞ; MinðMER1ðhmaxÞ;MER2ð
MERwavg
P5
i¼1 wiMERiP5
i¼1 wi
MERlower Min(MERmaxhmin;MERmaxnowihmin;MER5(h))
MERupper
P5
i¼1 wiMERiðhmaxÞP5
i¼1 wi
RMER MERupperþMERwavgþMERlower
3
CMERlower Min(MERmaxhmin;MERmaxnowihmin;MER5(h);MER6(h))
CMERwavg w1MERwavgþw2MER6ðhÞ
w1þw2
with w1,2 being the CMER weight factors
CMERupper w1MERupperþw2MER6ðhmaxÞ
w1þw2
with w1,2 being the CMER weight factors
CMER CMERupperþCMERwavgþCMERlower
3
MERexp,wmin
P4
i¼1 f iMERexpmin;iP4
i¼1 f i
MERexp,wavg
P4
i¼1 f iMERexpavg;iP4
i¼1 f i
MERexp,wmax
P4
i¼1 f iMERexpmax;iP4
i¼1 f i
MERman,wmin
PNman
i¼1 aiMERmanmin;iPNman
i¼1 ai
MERman,wavg
PNman
i¼1 aiMERmanavg;iPNman
i¼1 ai
MERman,wmax
PNman
i¼1 aiMERman; max ;iPNman
i¼1 ai
FMERabs,min Min(MERabs, min;MERexp, min;MERman, min)
FMERabs,max Max(MERabs, max;MERexp, max;MERman, max)
FMERmin aconvCMERlowerþaexpMER exp ;wminþamanMERman;wmin
aconvþaexpþaman
FMERmax aconvCMERupperþaexpMER exp ;wmaxþamanMERman;wmax
aconvþaexpþaman
FMER aconvCMERþaexpMER exp ;wavgþamanMERman;wavg
aconvþaexpþaman
(*): if PlumeRise is deactivated.constrained and the average of the two data sets is taken as the
best estimate (see Fig. 6a). The range of variation is denoted by
s and is deﬁned as
s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δh1
2 þ Δh22
2
s
; ð2Þction using the followingmodel: i=1:WilsonWalker, i=2: Sparks, i=3:Mastin, i=4:
ion, see also the companionmanual (supplement S2).wi: model-speciﬁc weight factors; fi:
average and maximumMER prediction of experimental sensor i. ai: weight factor for i-th
imum, average and maximum MER value. Nman: number of manually added data sets.
manually added information is given by the operator-deﬁned factors aconv, aexp and aman,
. Parameters in bold text are also presented in REFIR plots. Empty cell indicates that these
Eq. no. explicitly used for
calculating
Notation in
source code
Total erupted
mass (kg)
FMERabs,min Qabs.min Mc_abs,min
FMERabs,max Qabs.max Mc_abs,max
MERlower; CMERlower Qmaxhmin Mc_maxhmin
ðhmaxÞ;MER3ðhmaxÞÞÞ MERlower; CMERlower Qmaxnowihmin
(14) RMER Qwavg
RMER Qlower
RMER Qupper
(15) CMER (*) QRMER
CMER, FMERmin Qconv_lower MCMER_min
(16) CMER, FMER Qconv_wavg MCMER_wavg
(17) CMER, FMERmax Qconv_upper MCMER_max
(18) FMER QCMER MCMER
FMERmin, FMERabs,min Qexp_min
(19) FMER Qexp_wavg
FMERmax, FMERabs,max Qexp_max
FMERmin, FMERabs,min Qman_min
(20) FMER Qman_wavg
FMERmax, FMERabs,max Qman_max
Qf_abs. min Mabs,min
Qf_abs. max Mabs,max
(21) QFMER_min MFMER_min
(22) QFMER_max MFMER_max
(23) QFMER MFMER
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data sets 1 and 2, respectively.
- if the two data sets are acquired from C-band radar stations and
maximum value of the data set with the lower plume height lies
below the minimum value of the data set with the higher plume
height we consider the data to be poorly constrained. The best es-
timate in this case coincides with the minimum value of the data
set that contains the largest plume heights (see Fig. 6b), based on
the methodology of retrieving the plume height from a radar
scanning at discrete angles (Arason et al., 2011). The uncertainty
is calculated using Eq. (2). The situation described above for
poorly constrained data might simply be a consequence of the
top of the plume height being hidden in a “blind zone”, i.e. in a re-
gion not covered by the radar.
- if at least one of the data sets is not from a C-band radar sensor but
the data sets are disjoint (i.e. non-intersecting), then the data is
again considered to be poorly constrained (see Fig. 6c). However,
in this case the best estimate is determined by calculating the
weighted average using the quality factors qf (see Section 2.4)
as weight factors,
hbest ¼
qf ;1h1 þ qf ;2h2
qf ;1 þ qf ;2
ð3Þ
The uncertainty is calculated accordingly, by using the quality
factors as weight factors.
4) More than 2 data sets are available (N N 2). In this case FOXI.py
distinguishes between two cases:
- if the maximum value of the data set with the lowest height is above
the overall plume height average and theminimum value of the dataTable 4
Overview of the scenarios tested by REFIR.
Scenario I Sce
Eruption (day) Hekla 2000 (26/27 Feb 00) Eyja
Weight factors in Eq. (13) w1: w2: w3: w4: w5 1: 1: 1: 1: 1 1: 1
Simulation time (h:min) 00:00–05:43 05:44–10:00 00:0
Selected time base 15 min 15 m
Remark 1) 2) 3)
ISKEF data Yesa Yesa Yes
ISEGS data – – –
ISX1 data Yesb Yesb Yes
ISX2 data Yesb Yesb Yes
CAM 1 data Yesb Yesb –
CAM 2 data Yesb Yesb –
CAM 3 data Yesb Yesb –
Plume width (km) 0.4–0.6 1–1
P0 (Pa)c 84,076 82,4
T0 (K) 266 265 281
w (m/ s) 10 8.5 9.8
ΔT (K m−1) −0.0070 −0.0067 −0
Htropopause (km) 9.0 8.5 12.5
Hstratosphere (km) 18.0 18.0
Remarks:
Plume height and atmospheric data used are based on measured conditions on:
1) 26/2/2000, 18:17–24:00 UTC.
2) 27/2/2000, 00:00–04:00 UTC.
3) 6/5/2010, 00:00–12:00 UTC.
4) 6/5/2010, 12:00–00:00 UTC.
5) 6/5/2010, 12:00–13:00 UTC.
6) 6/5/2010, 13:35–15:00 UTC.
a Measured data.
b Simulated data.
c P0: Ambient atmospheric pressure at the vent.set with the highest plume height below the plume height average
then the mean value of the plume height data is taken as the best
plume height estimate. The range of uncertainty is calculated with
Eq. (2), extended to N data sets,
s ¼ 1
N
∑
N
i¼1
Δhi
2
 !1=2
: ð4Þ
- otherwise the best estimate, denoted by hbest, is the weighted aver-
age of the data using the quality factors (Eq. (3) extended to N data
sets). The range of uncertainty Δhbest is given by:
Δhbest ¼ hbest−hw; min ð5Þ
where hw,min represents the quality-factor weighted average of the
minimum plume heights in each data set, denoted by hmin,i for data
set i, so that
hw; min ¼
PN
i¼1 qf ;ih min; i
q f ;i
ð6Þ
This procedure has been designed to guarantee the most reliable
value of the plume height h based on the available data. As a result of
the procedure applied by FOXI, h can signiﬁcantly vary, based on the
selected time base (see Section 5.2 for strategies).nario II Scenario III a-c
fjallajökull 2010 (6 May 10) Eyjafjallajökull 2010 (6 May 10)
: 1: 1: 1 1: 1: 1: 1: 1
0–12:00 12:01–24:00 00:00–01:00 01:01–01:41 01:42–03:00
in Scenario IIIa: 15 min
Scenario IIIb: 30 min
Scenario IIIc: 60 min
4) 5) data gap 6)
a Yesa Yesa – Yesa
– – – –
b Yesb Yesb – Yesb
b Yesb Yesb – Yesb
– – – –
– – – –
– – – –
.5 1–1.5
09 82,409
275 275
14.4 14.4
.00607 −0.00628 −0.00628
11.8 11.8
18.0
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3.2.1. Mass eruption rate from simpliﬁed models
3.2.1.1. Models used by REFIR. During eruptions, availability of data can
vary from, for example, only manual observations of plume height to
continuous data streams from a variety of sensors on both plume and
atmospheric conditions. REFIR is constructed to be of near-real time
operational use in all situations, including cases of limited data. Hence,
as well as having the option of more sophisticated methods for MER
estimate, it makes use of simpliﬁed empirical relationships and semi-
empirical or theoretical 0D and 1Dmodels. Despite their simpliﬁcations,
numerous studies have demonstrated that these models work reason-
ably well (Costa et al. 2016), suggesting that the underlying assump-
tions are useful for the volcanic plume case.
Five 0D plume models are implemented in FOXI. Additionally, a 1D
model may be added, using an external server. The 0D models adopted
are:
• “Wilson Walker”: 0D theoretical model by Wilson and Walker
(1987) in which the MER is estimated as
MER1 ¼ hc
 4
ð7Þ
where h is the plume height above the vent, and c is a dimensional
ﬁtting constant (with value 236 m(s/kg)1/4, calculated based on dataFig. 8. Scenario I –Hekla 2000: Plot sequence showing plume heights above vent asmeasuredw
column, similar to the evolution of the ash plume occurring during the Hekla 2000 eruption
(d) minutes.ﬁtting). This model is originally developed to describe central, silica-
rich, Plinian eruptions with an eruption column that is not inﬂuenced
by a cross wind.
• “Sparks”: 0D empirical model by Sparks (1997) where theMER is es-
timated as
MER2 ¼ ρ hc
 3:86
ð8Þ
where ρ is the dense rock equivalent density of the erupted magma
and c is a dimensional constant (with value 1670 m(s/m3)1/3.86).
• “Mastin”: 0D empirical model by Mastin et al. (2009) where theMER
is estimated as
MER3 ¼ ρ hc
 4:15
ð9Þ
where ρ is 2500 kg/m3 and c is a dimensional constant (with value
2000 m(s/m3)1/4.15, calculated based on data ﬁtting)
• “Gudmundsson”: 0D empirical model by Gudmundsson et al. (2012)
where the MER is estimated as
MER4 ¼ ρakI havg þ hmaxc
 4:15
ð10Þ
where havg and hmax are the average andmaximumplume heights, re-
spectively, c is the same constant as for “Mastin”, a is a dimensionlessith different sensors. This test case simulated the formation of a short-lived sub-Plinian ash
. Screenshots show the plots provided by FOXI.py after 10 (a), 30 (b), 220 (c) and 600
Fig. 9. Scenario I – Hekla 2000, simulated data stream by six sensors: (a) plume height
sector plot, (b) N-plot and (c) the plot displaying the constrained plume height. The
latter plot, in contrast to the other plume height plots produced by REFIR, provides
absolute plume height values above sea level (a.s.l.), not above vent (a.v.). It presents
the result of the ﬁrst data processing level (see also Section 2.4 and Fig. 5, green box)
which was in the next step converted to height above vent h and then used as input
parameter for the plume models integrated in REFIR.
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was found to be 2.15 for the ﬁrst (phreatomagmatic) stage (14–16
April) of the Eyjafjallajökull 2010 eruption. For the subsequent mag-
matic eruption phases kI dropped to 1.58 for 17 April and 1.59 for 18
April – 22 May (see Gudmundsson et al., 2012). In REFIR, kI can be
assigned manually by the operator via the graphical user interface
FIX.py.
• “modiﬁed Degruyter Bonadonna”: an adapted approach using the
0D theoretical model by Degruyter and Bonadonna (2012), which is
based on both Morton et al. (1956) and Hewett et al. (1971) in
order to take into account the effect of various eruptive and atmo-
spheric features including magma temperature, wind, advection and
atmospheric stratiﬁcation, where the MER is estimated as
MER5 ¼ π ρa0g0
25=2α2N
3
z41
H4 þ β
2N
3
v
6
H3
 !
; ð11Þ
where H is the maximum height of the centerline of the plume above
the vent (see Fig. 7),N is the average buoyancy frequency of the atmo-
sphere (measured in 1/s), v the wind velocity averaged across the
plumeheight (measured inm/s), ρa0 is a reference density for the sur-
rounding atmosphere (measured in kg/m3), g’ is measured in m/s2
and deﬁned as g ∙ ((c0θ0 − ca0θa0)/ca0θa0) with g being the gravita-
tional acceleration, c0 and θ0 being the source speciﬁc heat capacity
and temperature of the plume and ca0 and θ a0 being the heat capacity
and temperature of the surrounding atmosphere; α and β are the di-
mensionless radial and wind entrainment coefﬁcients, respectively,
and z1 (=2.8) is the maximum non-dimensional height determined
by numerical integration of the non-dimensional governing equations
described inMorton et al. (1956). For a detailed description on these
parameters, the reader is referred to Degruyter and Bonadonna
(2012).
We note that thismodel gives themass eruption rate as a function of
the plume centerline height H instead of the plume top height h. Al-
though cases have been reportedwhere this difference is a minor factor
(Bonadonna et al., 2015; Marzano et al., 2016), in theory this would
mean that, if h as obtained with the procedure explained above is
used in Eq. (11) as an approximation of H, this approach might overes-
timateMER in case of bent-over plumes. In order to correct for this pos-
sible effect, FOXI.py ﬁrst classiﬁes the plume as vertically evolving or
bent-over by computing the parameterΠ (Degruyter and Bonadonna,
2012) deﬁned as
Π ¼ 62
5=2
z41
Nh
v
α
β
 2
: ð12Þ
According to theory, the two different end members of plume types
are characterized byΠN N 1 andΠ b b1, respectively. However, to date, a
single threshold value, required for discriminating between the two sce-
narios in operational use, has not been deﬁned and is likely to be case-
speciﬁc. By default, REFIR uses a threshold value of 5 to discriminate be-
tween the two plume types. We note, however, that this threshold is
just a suggestion and probably has to be calibrated to the speciﬁc vol-
cano. The threshold value ofΠ can be easily modiﬁed by changing the
value for the parameter PI_THRESH in the settings section of the FOXI.
py source code.
Hence, if Π N 5 then the plume motion is assumed to be predomi-
nantly vertical; otherwise the plume is treated to be bent over. In the
former case, the difference of h and H is considered to be negligible
and Eq. (11) is computed with the best estimate of plume height h. In
the latter case, FOXI.py uses this model only if the half-width of the
plume (radius) r is available, in which caseH in Eq. (11) can be approx-
imated to be H = h − r. The plume half-width parameter can comeeither from observations (FIX.py allows the operator to manually
enter values for the plume width 2r), or from simulations with a 1D
plume model that the user can optionally activate (see PlumeRise
below). If r is not available, the modiﬁed Degruyter Bonadonna ap-
proach is deactivated. Hence for making sure this 0Dmodel is included,
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Section 5.3 for strategies). It is noted here that we call this approach
“modiﬁed Degruyter Bonadonna”, to avoid confusion with the original
strategy used by the developers of the underlying model
(e.g., Degruyter and Bonadonna 2012, Bonadonna et al. 2015, Marzano
et al. 2016).
• “PlumeRise”: 1D integral model by Woodhouse et al. (2013), which
takes into account the effect of wind. This model is not included in
FOXI.py but can be optionally activated by the user and run on an ex-
ternal server where the PlumeRise model calculations are performed.
The estimate provided by PlumeRise is denotedMER6. The PlumeRise
calculations are conducted with recent meteorological data suitable
for the ongoing eruption. For the purpose of data inter-
communication, FOXI.py generates a ﬁle, called “Foxi_hbe.txt”, and
exports it to an online accessible server. In addition to a time stampFig. 10. Scenario I – Hekla 2000, simulated data stream by six sensors. Plots of (a) CMER, (b) FM
line) stands for the mass eruption rate estimated with up to six conventional models. The conc
predicted range of uncertainty. Bottom plot shows the total erupted mass, estimated for scenaand information on the volcano of interest (including vent height), it
mainly contains the range of plume heights estimated by FOXI. This
data is then imported by a PlumeRise/FOXI interface located and oper-
ated byUniversity of Bristol, using the plumeheight data to determine
a bestMER estimate computed by the numerical model PlumeRise for
a wide range of source conditions (magmatic temperature, gas mass
fraction, vent radius etc.). For details on the equations and the numer-
ical method, the reader is referred to Woodhouse et al. (2013). The
resulting MER values and predictions on the current plume diameter
are then exported via a text ﬁle named “PlumeRise_out.txt” and
imported into FOXI.
In the current version of REFIR, the PlumeRise/FOXI interface can
only be run in the “FutureVolc setup”, since it utilizes meteorologicalER and (c) total mass as a function of time, as provided by FOXI. CMER (bold dashed blue
lusive best estimate provided by FOXI.py is FMER (dashed red line), plotted along with its
rio I, ﬁnally ranging from 3.4 × 1010 kg to 5.8 × 1010 kg.
Fig. 11. Scenario I –Hekla 2000: resulting plots of simulation, this timewithmeasured data
provided exclusively by ISKEF. The reduced number of data streamed to FOXI.py are
reﬂected by the N-plot (shown in a). It resulted in an increased range of uncertainty for
the estimated FMER (shown in b) and consequently also in that for the erupted mass
(shown in c). FOXI.py estimates the overall mass erupted during the 10 h scenario to be
in a range from 3.3 × 1010 kg to 6.3 × 1010 kg.
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IMO to the PlumeRise server twice daily, ensuring a suitable atmo-
spheric sounding is available in themodel. Further reﬁnement of the at-
mospheric data can be achieved by atmospheric soundings proximal to
the volcano. In principle meteorological data from locations outside
Iceland could be used, e.g. from radiosonde soundingsmade atmeteoro-
logical stations around the world. However, in some regions these
soundings may not always be available. Further reﬁnement of the
PlumeRise interface to the REFIR system is currently in preparation to
provide global access to the PlumeRise model.
3.2.1.2. First step: computation of MER by REFIR-internal 0D models
(RMER). Based on the individual MER estimates resulting from the 0D
models listed above, a set of values are obtained by using the complete
range of variation of the assessed observed plume height (h, hmin and
hmax). These parameters are used to calculate a statistically robust
range of solutions for MER, here called RMER (REFIR-internal models
MER). Table 3 lists all formulas computed by REFIR. In the following
we present only the core equations, crucial for the understanding of
the REFIR strategy. For details on individual procedural steps and calcu-
lations we refer the reader to the companion manual (supplement S2).
REFIR follows the strategy of applyingweighed averages at each data
processing level (see Section 2.4). Hence as a ﬁrst step, theweighted av-
erage of all MER values (MERwavg) is obtained by applying the average
best estimate of the plume height h and using themodel-speciﬁcweight
factors wi. These allow the operator to give a speciﬁc weight to each
model, hence letting some model outputs be more inﬂuential on the
ﬁnal MER estimate.MERwavg is calculated as:
MERwavg ¼
P5
i¼1 wiMERiP5
i¼1wi
: ð13Þ
Next to the lowest andhighest extremeof allMER estimates (MERabs,
min and MERabs,max), REFIR provides the RMER as well as a preliminary
estimate for the lower and upper constraints:
• MERlower: the minimum of the three values given by MERmaxhmin,
MERmaxnowihmin and by the wind-affected model from modiﬁed
Degruyter Bonadonna (if activated), using the plumeheight estimate
h. Therein,MERmaxnowihmin andMERmaxnowihmin are statistically derived
parameters based on criteria speciﬁed in Table 3.
• MERupper: weighted average of all MER values obtained by applying
the maximum plume height hmax:
MERupper ¼
P5
i¼1 wiMERi hmaxð ÞP5
i¼1 wi
ð14Þ
• RMER: “best estimate” by FOXI using the activated REFIR-internal 0D
models:
RMER ¼ MERupper þMERwavg þMERlower
3
: ð15Þ
3.2.1.3. Second step: Computation of conventional MER (CMER). If
PlumeRise is activated, REFIR incorporates the maximum, average
and minimum estimate of MER as obtained by this 1D model and re-
calculates all the key values listed above accordingly. MERwavg and
MERupper are updated to include the new values by means of two addi-
tional weight factors deﬁned by the operator, one related to the 0D
(w1–5) and the other to thePlumeRisemodel (w6).We call the resulting
values conventional MER (CMER):
• CMERlower: the minimum of the four values given by MERmaxhmin,
MERmaxnowihmin and by the two wind-affected models frommodiﬁed
Degruyter Bonadonna and PlumeRise, both using the plume height
estimate h.• CMERwavg:
CMERwavg ¼ w1−5MERwavg þw6MER6 hð Þw1−5 þw6 : ð16Þ
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CMERupper ¼ w1−5MERupper þw6MER6 hmaxð Þw1−5 þw6 : ð17Þ
The ﬁnal CMER value is then calculated as
CMER ¼ CMERupper þ CMERwavg þ CMERlower
3
ð18Þ
If PlumeRise is deactivated, CMERupper, CMER and CMERlower are
simply set equal to RMERupper, RMER and RMERlower.Fig. 12. Scenario II– Eyjafjallajökull 2010: Plumeheights plottedby the individual sources (a). No
also be seen in the plume height sector plot (b).3.2.2. Mass eruption rate from experimental sensors
FOXI.py offers the possibility to include MER estimates by four
independent alternative data sources (here referred to as experimental
sensors): infrasound (Ripepe et al., 2013), electric ﬁeld (Büttner et al.,
2000), pulse analysis (Dürig et al. 2015b) and radar scattering
(Marzano et al., 2016).Wenote that these fourmethods are just sugges-
tions. Each of them can be easily replaced by any other external
measurement routine that provides MER and uncertainties in near
real-time, regardless if it is based on near-ﬁeld or remote sensing
(e.g., from satellites). The inﬂuence of the individual experimental
sources on the MER estimate can be regulated by operator-deﬁned
weight factors fi, similarly to the weighting of plume models. FOXI.py
ﬁrst computes the average MER value for each sensor MERexpavg,i andsigniﬁcant difference between the Eastern and theWestern sectorwas simulated, as it can
Fig. 13. Scenario II – Eyjafjallajökull 2010: (a) N-plot and (b) estimated plume height.
Except for a slight increased plume height at ~960 min, the top of the ash plume
remained at a relatively constant altitude.
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averaging of all theMERexpavg,i,
MER exp;wavg ¼
P4
i¼1 f iMERexpavg;iP4
i¼1 f i
: ð19Þ
The same equation is applied to theminimum andmaximum values
from the experimental sensors in order to obtain themaximum and the
minimum estimate of MERexp: MERexp,wmax, MERexp,wmin. Equations for
conversion of signal to MER are not given here and these data sources
are not considered further.
3.2.3. Importing manually added mass eruption rate estimates
If available, the operator can add Nman data sets of MER estimates
(minimumMERmin,i and maximum MERmax,i) manually, together with
weight factors ai. FOXI.py ﬁrst computes the average MER manual
MERmanavg,i and ﬁnally calculates the best estimate of the manually
added MER,MERman,wavg, as a weighted average of all theMERmanavg,i,
MERman;wavg ¼
PNman
i¼1 aiMERmanavg;iPNman
i¼1 ai
: ð20Þ
The same equation is applied to theminimum andmaximum values
from the manually added estimates in order to obtain the maximum
and theminimum estimate ofMERman:MERman,wmax,MERman,wmin. In ad-
dition, the average weight factor aman for the manually added MER is
calculated.
3.2.4. Calculation of the ﬁnal best mass eruption rate estimate (FMER)
In this ﬁnal step, FOXI.py computes the conclusive “Final best MER
estimate” (FMER) by merging the conventional (CMER), and, if applica-
ble, experimental sensor derived andmanually addedMER estimates. In
addition, at this stage the operator can specifyweight factors for theﬁrst
two components (aconv, aexp); for the manually added MER, the weight
factor aman is computed by FOXI.py as explained above. FOXI.py deﬁnes
ranges of variations together with the best estimate. The resulting ﬁve
key values represent the main output of REFIR and are deﬁned as
follows:
• FMERabs,min: is the lowest possible value of MER calculated as the
minimum ofMERabs,min,MERexp,min andMERman,min.
• FMERabs,max: is the highest possible value of MER calculated as the
maximum ofMERabs,max,MERexp,max andMERman,max.
• FMERmin: the lower boundary of the range of best MER estimates
(FMER) calculated as
FMERmin ¼ aconvCMERlower þ aexpMER exp;wminþ amanMERman;wmin
aconv þ aexp þ aman:
ð21Þ
• FMERmax: the upper boundary of the range of best MER estimates
(FMER) calculated as
FMERmax ¼ aconvCMERupper þ aexpMERexp;wmax þ amanMERman;wmaxaconv þ aexp þ aman : ð22Þ
• FMER: the average best MER estimate calculated as
FMER ¼ aconvCMERþ aexpMER exp;wavg þ amanMERman;wavg
aconv þ aexp þ aman ð23Þ
3.3. Calculation of the total erupted mass
FOXI.py calculates the total erupted mass, denoted by M, based on
the CMER and FMER best estimates and the minimum and maximumvalues by integrating over the total time since the start of the eruption,
denoted by te,
M ¼
Z te
0
MER tð Þdt ð24Þ
In particular, FOXI.py performs this integration for any estimate of
MER obtained with the different models and/or data source. The
whole set of mass estimates provided by FOXI.py is summarized in
Table 3.
4. Test scenarios – examples for REFIR results
In order to demonstrate the functionality of REFIR and its capability
to handle multiple sensors, different types of data streams and data
gaps, we performed simulations of eruptive scenarios based on plume
height records measured by the C-band radar station at Keﬂavík
(ISKEF), whichwas the only applicable source of plume height informa-
tion for the periods in question.
For this purposewe have simulated data for several sensors based on
this single real data stream. Three scenarios are based on observations
made during speciﬁc periods of the eruptions of Hekla in 2000 and
Eyjafjallajökull in 2010. Table 4 summarizes the input parameters
used for the three scenarios. The periods simulated are:
- 26/27 February 2000, when Hekla volcano entered a short-lived ex-
plosive phase, forming a sub-Plinian eruptive column. (Lacasse et al.,
2004; Höskuldsson et al., 2004; Soosalu et al., 2005).
- 6 May 2010 during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption (Arason et al., 2011;
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2013). The explosive phase of this eruption started on 14 April and
lasted for 39 days. It had a ﬁrst phreatomagmatic phase of four
days followed by a phase of weaker activity. The eruption entered
a third, explosive, mostly magmatic phase on 5 May. The situation
on 6May selected for simulation represents a part of a long-lived ex-
plosive magmatic eruption forming a wind-affected sustained erup-
tion column.
All runs were performed in real time by simulating plume height
data streams of the active sensors (see Table 4) with a time interval of
5 min. For each of these simulations, all ﬁve REFIR-internal 0D models
were used and equally weighted (using the default setting as shown
in Fig. 3a). The atmospheric parameters were selected according to ra-
diosonde measurements in Keﬂavik on the respective days (data ar-
chive: http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html). All output
ﬁles generated by REFIR can be found in supplement S3.
The simulations performed may not reﬂect the local conditions in
every detail. They serve the purpose to demonstrate the potential of
REFIR as a real-time monitoring system. Although based on the realFig. 14. Scenario II – Eyjafjallajökull, 2010: (a) CMER and (b) FMER as functions of time. Since a
signiﬁcant increase in the estimated mass eruption rate. Plot (c) shows the total mass eruptedevents, most of the plume height data used were simulated (not mea-
sured) since most of the presented data sources have not been installed
by that time, and the only available C-band radar data is fragmentary.
The simulated sensors were presumed to be optimally located. In addi-
tion, some of the assumptions might deviate from the actual historic
situation.
4.1. Simulated scenario I: Hekla 2000 (26/27 February 2000)
Plume height data was simulated based on the ﬁrst 10 h of the radar
recordings from ISKEF described in Lacasse et al. (2004), beginningwith
the onset of the explosive eruption at 18:17 UTC on February 26. On the
basis of these recordings, ﬁctional data-streams for additional ﬁve sen-
sors (ISX1, ISX2, CAM1, CAM2, CAM3 see also Table 4) were generated
by adding noise in form of normally distributed random numbers to
the values from ISKEF (using a standard deviation of 0.5 km and a
mean value of 0). The simulated visibility is completely ﬁctitious and
does not reﬂect the (in fact very poor) visibility situation in the night
of 26/27 February 2000. Note that we also simulate data streams pro-
vided by the auto-tracking web cameras when in reality visual-lightll included plumemodels depend on the plume height, the peak at ~960min resulted in a
as a function of time for the 24 h of the simulation.
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which data were simulated can be found in supplement S3, under
“scenario_I”.
Fig. 8 presents a sequence of screenshots of REFIR outputs at
runtime; in particular, the plume height (measured above the vent) re-
cordings from different sensors are displayed as a function of time. In
this simulation, all data sources contribute except for ISEGS, which
was deactivated. In this scenario, the top of the plume quickly reached
a level of 11 km above the vent (which was in this simulation assumed
to be situated 1491 m above sea level) and subsequently declined
slowly. For this test run, a time base of 15 min was selected, in order
to monitor the plume evolution with the highest possible temporal res-
olution. In Fig. 9a a “plume height sector plot” is presented, for which
data is segregated based on the location of the data sources. This type
of plot allows the system operator to identify and analyze possible
East/West wind-distortion of the ash columnmonitored, which reﬂects
the predominant wind directions in Iceland. In the case shown, the
plume heights measured by sensors located in the west of Hekla are
very similar to those measured in the eastern sector, implying that in
this scenario no wind-distortion was simulated.
Fig. 9b shows an “N-plot”, illustrating the temporal evolution of the
number of plume height data points that were considered by FOXI.py
for computing the best estimate and the mass eruption rate. This plot
can serve as indicator of how reliable the estimate of REFIR has been
at a given time. As a rule of thumb, it can be assumed that the lower
the number of data available, the lower the expected accuracy of
plume height and MER estimate. In the scenario, the number of data
considered by FOXI.py clearly decreased for a short time atFig. 15. Scenario II – Eyjafjallajökull, 2010: Resulting plots at the end of the 3 h simulation of sce
(right column, for legend see, e.g., Fig. 10 a.) are presented. The individual rows present the FO
scenario IIIb, 30 min; (bottom row) scenario IIIc, 60 min.approximately 360min after the beginning of the simulation. However,
the 13 measurement points in this period of reduced data can still be
considered to be comprehensive and therefore a reliable statistical
basis in view of experiences made in real eruptions (Arason et al.,
2011; Oddsson et al., 2012; Gudmundsson et al., 2015), and justiﬁes
the use of the shortest time base possible within REFIR (15 min). The
plot presented in Fig. 9c displays the best estimate of plume height
above sea level, computed by FOXI.py on the basis of the individual
plume height data sets. The curve represents the result of processing
level 1 (see Section 3.1 and Fig. 5). This estimate is then converted
into plume height above vent h, which is used as an input parameter
for the plume models. The results for MER and CMER from the plume
models are displayed in Fig. 10a. Since no additional MER data by exter-
nal systems was provided, the conclusive best estimate for mass erup-
tion rate (FMER) is identical to the CMER, as shown in Fig. 10b.
The total mass erupted based on the FMER estimations is displayed
in Fig. 10c. Hence, after 10 h, the total eruptedmass has been estimated
to be between 3.4 × 1010 kg and 5.81010 kg. This is 3–6 times higher
than the estimated tephra deposit (Haraldsson, 2001), but as this erup-
tion was also producing lava, some energy from, e.g., vigorous ﬁre foun-
tains may have contributed to the buoyant rise of the plume, thus
leading to an overestimate of the MER by the applied models.
Feeding FOXI.py exclusively with the data that was actually mea-
sured (provided by the C-band radar station ISKEF as a single source),
results in larger uncertainties of CMER and FMER (see Fig. 11b). This is
reﬂected in the ﬁnal estimate for the overall erupted mass, which is
found to be between 3.3 × 1010 kg and 6.3 × 1010 kg (see Fig. 11c).
Thus, in comparison to the multi-sensor simulation, the range ofnario III. N-plots (left column), computed plume heights (center column) and CMER plots
XI.py outputs with a selected time base of (top row) scenario IIIa, 15 min; (middle row)
Fig. 16. Scenario III – Eyjafjallajökull, 2010: Total mass erupted as a function of time
computed for the simulations of scenarios IIIa-c. The data set on which this situation
was based featured a data gap between minute 65 and 95 (grey box). Error bars indicate
the corresponding values for CMERlower and CMERupper.
Table 5
Total eruptedmass computed on the basis of Scenario III for three different time bases. For
comparison, themaximumdeviation between the results is presented (column 6) and re-
ferred to the highest of the three values (column 7).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time after
scenario
start
Time base Scenario
IIIa
Scenario
IIIb
Scenario
IIIc
Max
deviation
Relative
max
deviation
15 min 30 min 60 min
SI unit kg kg kg kg %
63 min MCMER_min 8.6 × 107 9.2 × 107 9.5 × 107 8.9 × 106 9.3
MCMER 2.2 × 108 2.2 × 108 2.3 × 108 7.4 × 106 3.2
MCMER_max 3.8 × 108 3.7 × 108 3.8 × 108 1.1 × 107 3.0
122 min MCMER_min 1.6 × 108 1.6 × 108 1.7 × 108 1.1 × 107 6.5
MCMER 4.2 × 108 4.3 × 108 4.3 × 108 6.5 × 106 1.5
MCMER_max 7.3 × 108 7.3 × 108 7.2 × 108 4.7 × 106 0.6
181 min MCMER_min 2.6 × 108 2.6 × 108 2.6 × 108 2.4 × 106 0.9
MCMER 6.7 × 108 6.7 × 108 6.6 × 108 1.5 × 107 2.2
MCMER_max 1.2 × 109 1.1 × 109 1.1 × 109 3.5 × 107 3.1
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data fromvarious sourceswould in this case decrease theuncertainty by
25%. This example demonstrates that, provided the data delivered is
consistent, increasing the number of independent data sources by
adding sensors is an important element for increasing the accuracy of
the estimates and narrowing the uncertainty.
4.2. Simulated scenario II: 24 h during the Eyjafjallajökull 2010 eruption (6
May 2010)
In this simulation, 24 h of C-band radar data, including some data
gaps were used, originally recorded by ISKEF on 6 May 2010 (Arason
et al., 2011). Based on these data, ﬁctitious plume height data streams
from two X-band radars (ISX1 and ISX2, stationed at Gunnarsholt and
Klaustur, South Iceland, located 83 km to the East and 38 km to the
West of the vent of Eyjafjallajökull, respectively) were generated by
adding normally distributed noise with a standard deviation of 0.3 km.
The real and ﬁctitious streamed data from all three sensors, ISKEF,
ISX1 and ISX2 can be found in supplement S3, under “scenario_II” and
the plots produced by FOXI.py for this simulation are presented in
Fig. 12–14.
In this scenario, the plume top remained at a similar level through-
out the whole period, with an exception at around 960 min after the
start of simulation, when it reaches a maximum height of approx.
5.0 kmabove the vent (see Fig. 12a). Nowinddistortion in East-West di-
rection was simulated (Fig. 12b), and the number of data streamed was
constantly on a relatively high level of at least 8 data points per run, i.e.
each time REFIR computed theMERwith a reiteration rate of 5min. In a
real scenario such an abundance of data points, together with the fact
that the plume heights did not signiﬁcantly differ by sources
(Fig. 12b), would provide conﬁdence that the plumeheight andMER es-
timations by REFIR are based on consistent data from reliable data
streams. We note that in this scenario we assumed the differencesTable 6
Effect of data gap of 40min duration on the amount of data sets N stored within the REFIR-inte
start (see also Fig. 15a–c). Rows 2–4 (marked in green) provides the number of data sets withi
each reiteration of REFIR, the data sets are passed to the next bin (i.e., next row). According to
discarded are marked in red). Thus N, which is presented in the bottom row (blue) gives the su
decreases to 0. This development is also reﬂected in the N-plot, shown in Fig. 15a.
Time after eruption start
(min)
60 65 70 75 8
New data (Δt < 5 min) 3 data gap
5 min < Δt < 10 min 3 3 0 0 0
10 min < Δt < 15 min 3 3 3 0 0
Discarded
(Δt > 15 minutes)
3 3 3 3 0
N 9 6 3 0 0between the signal of ISKEF and those of ISX1, ISX2 to be relatively
small, in order to have enough data for demonstration. Since the X-
band sensors are mobile and have a higher vertical resolution than the
C-band radar, the deviations of the ﬁrst from the latter might be signif-
icantly larger in real events. This would become apparent in the source-
speciﬁc plume height plots (such as Fig. 12). In such a case, with ISKEF
being signiﬁcant higher or lower than ISX1 and ISX2, it would be advis-
able to rely only on the sensorswith higher resolution and switch off the
C-Band radar channel.
The plume height values above sea level used (after been converted
to heights above vent h) as input for the REFIR internal models are
displayed in Fig. 13b. It is not surprising that the resulting MER predic-
tions for the individual models show a peak coinciding with the mo-
ment when the plume heights reach their peak (see Fig. 14a).
At this point the ﬁnal best value for MER was estimated by FOXI.py
to have ranged between 0.9 × 105 kg/s (FMERmin) and 2.9 × 105 kg/s
(FMERmax) (Fig. 14b) and the curve for the overall mass erupted as a
function of time shows a clear kink (Fig. 13c). According to the REFIR re-
sults, the total mass erupted on 6 May 2010 was between 1.7 × 109 kg
and 8.0 × 109 kg.
Again, these results are based on a ﬁctitious scenario, in which X-
band radar stations provided radar data.When using exclusively the ac-
tually recorded data by the radar station ISKEF, REFIR provides FMER
values ranging between 3.5 × 104 kg/s and 1.7 × 105 kg/s.rnal data stack, demonstrated for scenario IIIa. The ﬁrst row shows the time since eruption
n the according bin, with Δt being the “age” of the data since recording. Every 5 min, with
the time base settings, all data sets older than 15 min are discarded (number of data sets
m of the values in the ﬁrst three bins. With the incoming data stream ceasing, N stepwise
0 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120
3 3 3 3
0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0 3 6 9 9
Fig. 17. Plots provided by REFIR in the activated “analysis”mode. This mode should assist
the user inmonitoring the situation on incomingdata. Theplots present, separated bydata
channel, the age of the latest received datum (a) and the total number of data provided
(b.), separated by data channel.
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real-time deposit sampling, suggesting the MER ranged between 6.2
× 104 and 1.0 ± 0.2 × 105 kg/s on this day (Bonadonna et al., 2011).
4.3. Simulated scenario III: simulation of a data set with a 40 min data gap,
based on Eyjafjallajökull 2010 eruption (6 May 2010)
In this scenario we demonstrate the effect of gaps in data and the se-
lection of the time base on the computation of MER in REFIR. For this
purpose, the data set used in scenario II was cropped, resulting in a
data subset of 3 h duration, based on the plume heights recorded on 6
May, 12:00–15:00UTC. Subsequently, within this data set, all plume
height records between 13:01 and 13:41 were blanked out, simulating
a complete lack of plume height information in this period (61—Table 7
Suggestion for model weight factor settings. Upper row gives ratio of model weight factors of
suggestion for the weight factors [w1−5:w6] for monitoring eruptions of one of the nine volca
Plume Information available E
W
Vertical Few 4
[
Sufﬁcienta 1
[
Bent-over Few 0
[
Sufﬁcienta 0
[
a Sufﬁcient data available on magmatic temperature and atmospheric parameters.101 min after onset, see also Table 4). Scenario III was simulated with
three different time base settings: 15 min (IIIa), 30 min (IIIb) and
60 min (IIIc).
The results are presented in Fig. 15 and in Table 5. In scenario IIIa and
IIIb, the data gap is clearly reﬂected in the N-plots. Table 6 demonstrates
for scenario IIIa how the 40 min long gap of incoming data affects N for
each run of REFIR. According to the timebase setting of this scenario, the
stop in the streaming of incoming data will cause REFIR running out of
information after a temporal delay of 15 min (see also Fig. 15a). As de-
scribed above, FOXI.py then skips the computation of MER for the re-
spective runs and pauses. At the moment new data are available, FOXI.
py computes the newest plume height, MER and erupted mass values
and linearly interpolates the missing values in between, using the last
estimate computed before the gap as starting point. In scenario IIIc,
however, the selected time base is large enough to ensure FOXI.py up-
dates the estimates quasi continuously (with ﬁveminute steps)without
pausing.
As reﬂected in Fig. 16 and Table 5, the interpolated estimates of the
three scenarios tested (IIIa–c) show a relatively low deviation, com-
pared to the range of computed uncertainty. However, in this test case
the plumeheights did not change considerablywithin the time gap sim-
ulated. It can be expected that the deviations increase signiﬁcantly
when facing a larger data gap in combination with distinct changes in
plume heights. It is important to adjust the time base according to the
update frequency of the plume height data but also to the transient
characteristics of the ash column itself. For example, during a slowly
changing long-lived eruption, the 3 h window may work well, but for
shorter and fast changing events the results may be inaccurate.
Therefore, it is recommended to monitor the N-plots while running
REFIR and ﬁnding the optimal time base. It should be large enough to
avoid a data gaps and small enough to resolve any changes in plume
heights on a short time scale.5. Recommended strategies for using REFIR to obtain optimal
estimates on plume heights and MER
5.1. Selecting settings for optimal plume height estimates
One of the two eruption source parameters provided by REFIR is the
constrained plume height. During eruptions, the plume height sensors
overview and control panel should be continuously monitored (see
Fig. 3b) as well as the source- and sector-speciﬁc plume height plots
(see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9a). The overview and control panel reveals if new
data streams are available online. The plume height plots assist the
user to identify outliers, whichmight indicate that the recording sensor
is providing plume height data of lower quality.
As a general guidance, it is recommended to switch the data channel
of low-quality plume height sensors off, since including them will not
improve the ﬁnal estimate of plume height, as long as data of higher
quality are available.the REFIR internal 0D models in the order:w1:w2:w3:w4:w5. Ratio in brackets provides
noes listed in the default FutureVolc conﬁguration.
ruption magnitude
eak Medium Strong
:2:2:1:1
5:1]
4:2:2:1:1
[5:1]
2:4:4:0:1
[5:1]
:1:1:1:6
1:5]
1:1:1:1:6
[1:5]
1:1:1:1:6
[1:5]
:1:1:4:1
5:1]
1:1:1:6:1
[5:1]
1:2:2:1:1
[5:1]
:0:0:1:6
1:5]
0:1:1:3:6
[1:5]
0:1:1:1:6
[1:5]
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changing height and few measurements of high-quality available, it
could still be useful to include low quality data, since the error made
by using a poor quality data set with large uncertainty might still be
smaller than the one resulting from the interpolation of few accurate
measurements over a large time interval.
In order to support the decision-making, REFIR offers the option to
activate an “analysis mode”, which provides additional plots showing
- separated by data channel- both the age of the latest received data
(Fig. 17a) and the total number of data received since REFIR was started
(Fig. 17b).
For example, Fig. 17awould indicate that the current plumeheight is
estimated on the basis of six automatic data-streams, from which ﬁve
provided data within the last 15 min. Plume height data from sensor
CAM2, however, are between 30 and 15 min old. Hence, if a time base
of 15 min has been selected. REFIR would not consider data coming
from this source. The longest bars in Fig. 17b suggest that most data
has originated from the sensors CAM1 and ISX1, closely followed by
ISKEF. Since within a selected time base each plume height datum is
weighed equally, this plot could indicate, that data from these three sen-
sors have the biggest impact on estimates provided by REFIR and are
hence of particular importance.
5.2. Deﬁning the optimal time base
The choice of the best time base is a compromise between the need
to get an accurate evaluation of h and to consider the most up-to-date
plume height observations. For an eruption lasting longer than the lon-
gest time base allowed by REFIR (i.e., 3 h), the choice of a long time base
would allow more plume height data to be processed, hence signiﬁ-
cantly reducing the uncertainty. However, if that long-lasting eruption
is characterized by a plume with a continuously changing maximum
height, the best estimate of plume heightwould be affected by outdated
older data. In such a case, a shorter time base is recommended, provided
it guarantees a reasonable number of data points. The choice of the time
base is therefore driven by the user's expertise, knowledge of the vol-
canounder observation and the type and evolution of the ongoing erup-
tion. As a rule of thumb, a long time base may be the best choice for a
sustained stable eruptive plume, while a short time base is better for a
temporally varying weak plume.
5.3. Selecting suitable model weight factors to optimize results
The MER estimation depends signiﬁcantly on the way the models
are weighted, using the model-speciﬁc weight factors wi, (e.g., see
Eq. (13)), w1–5 and w6 (e.g., see Eq. (16)).
The user's decision should be based on four factors: the location of
the eruption site, the availability of reliable information, the magnitude
of eruption and themeteorological situation. Table 7 provides an exam-
ple for how these settings could be assigned.
If an eruption of one of the nine volcanoes listed within the default
“FutureVolc setup” is monitored (see Fig. 1), high weight may be put
on the external 1D PlumeRise model - provided that the information
on crucial parameters (e.g., on wind speed and magmatic temperature)
are considered to be reliable. For eruptions at locations other than
the pre-deﬁned volcanos within the default “FutureVolc setup”
(e.g., Snæfellsjökull), the current version of REFIR does not allow appli-
cation of PlumeRise (w6 = 0).
As demonstrated in Table 7, depending on the availability and reli-
ability of information on magmatic and atmospheric parameters, the
user can decidewhether to assignmoreweight to the simple 0Dmodels
(w1, w2, w3), or to the more complex wind-affected 0D model (w5).
A strategy might be to start with high weight on the simple models
at the beginning of the eruption, until more information (e.g. on the
magmatic composition and hence on the magmatic temperature) be-
comes available. The Gudmundsson model (w4) can be useful ifindependent information on the MER (e.g. by real-time deposit mea-
surements, Bonadonna et al. 2016) has been assessed and a value for
the scaling parameter kI can be estimated (see Eq. (10)). This model
might provide good estimates for wind-affected medium magnitude
eruptions comparable to the phases of Eyjafjallajökull 2010, hence we
suggest to increase w4 for bent-over plumes of eruptions with weak or
medium magnitude (see Table 7).
In a situation when meteorological conditions or direct observa-
tions of the plume suggest that wind effects are signiﬁcant (lower
half of Table 7), the weighting given to the wind-blown model (w5)
can be increased. However, also the empirical models are calibrated
on a dataset that includes eruption columns rising in a windy atmo-
sphere (see Woodhouse et al. 2013; Aubry et al. 2017), so these rela-
tionships remain informative in this situation and we expect that the
corresponding model weights (w2, w3) would be non-zero, but it
may be appropriate to give very little or no weighting to the theoret-
icalWilsonWalkermodel (w1) derived for a plume rising in a quies-
cent atmosphere.
5.4. Settings for best synergy effects with external systems
Before external data - either from the experimental sensors intro-
duced in Section 3.2.2 or obtained from other sources (e.g., from satel-
lites) -, can be effectively used in combination with REFIR, it is crucial
to know which weight factors fi, in Eq. (19) and ai, in Eq. (20), as well
as which ratio for aconv: aexp: aman have to be selected for best accuracy.
As a tuning strategywe recommend to use data sets on eruptions al-
readymonitoredwith these systems for inter-comparison studies by re-
running these scenarios repeatedly to ﬁnd out the optimal REFIR set-
tings as well as the conditions under which the new components can
be trusted (and hence weighed) most.
By using REFIR both for simulating past scenarios with known erup-
tion source parameters and for monitoring ongoing eruptions, possibly
in contexts other than Iceland, it is expected that a wider knowledge on
the best conﬁguration parameters (namely, weight factors) will be ac-
quired. This would let REFIR bemore “autonomous” and less dependent
on the particular scenario, which is a fundamental step towards the de-
velopment of an operational tool that can be used globally.
6. Conclusions and outlook
In this article we have presented REFIR, a new tool for estimating the
Mass Eruption Rate (MER) of explosive volcanic eruptions in near real-
time. Following a structured approach to combine disparate data
streams of plume observation and accounting for the different level of
accuracy of the individual measurements, the system provides a
constrained estimate of the current plume height and its range of accu-
racy. These data are further processed by combining methods for esti-
mating the MER using a suite of plume models. In addition, REFIR
offers the possibility to consolidate data from emerging technologies
and research tools. The results are then statistically combined, and a
near real-time “best estimate of MER” (“FMER”) is obtained together
with the related level of uncertainty. Since this parameter can be used
as an input for ash dispersion modelling applications, the application
of REFIR at volcano observatories can contribute to early warning and
an enhanced prediction of ash concentrations in the atmosphere.
The presented version of REFIR is ready for operational use. It pro-
vides, however, space for future upgrades, which, among all possible
improvements and future reﬁnement, could consist of:
• the option to retrieve relevant atmospheric data via automated data
streams. This is already implemented in the PlumeRise/FOXI interface
for data streamed from IMO radiosonde soundings, but can be en-
hanced by implementing it in a future version of FOXI.py itself.
• the possibility to explore complementary approaches to automatically
discriminate between vertical and bent-over plumes, for example by
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tions (Mastin, 2014).
• the option to include and process remote sensing (e.g. satellite) data
and/or plume height estimates retrieved from them, such as systems
developed for volcanic cloud dispersionmodellingduring volcanic cri-
ses.
• the implementation of additional models into FOXI.py, in order to
complement the current 0D models for enhanced CMER estimates.
This addition can comprise both 0D models, such as the relationship
presented in Woodhouse et al. (2013), and 1D models. That would
allow, for example, to run PlumeRise directlywithin FOXI.py, avoiding
the external route, which is FutureVolc-speciﬁc and hence currently
not directly applicable to other volcanic settings. Furthermore, the im-
plementation of an additional time-dependent 1D models (such as
e.g., Woodhouse et al., 2016) is planned in order to increase the capa-
bility of REFIR to monitor also unsteady, “pulsed” eruptions, as it was
observed in Eyjafjallajökull 2010 (Dürig et al., 2015b).
• the option to develop a decision tree that will provide guidance to the
operator on recommended weight factors for different styles of erup-
tions and atmospheric conditions. This is of special interest as more
experience is gained in recurring eruptions, both regarding simula-
tions and ﬁeld observations. In the long term, such a decision tree
might form the basis for a fully autonomous version of REFIR, which
automatically adjusts theweight factors to provide estimateswith op-
timal precision.
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